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the bis spec. (special publication) are the related to code-for-code citation, is a unique code for the entire code. when we give a building code which is mentioned in the standard publication and it is followed by the bis spec, the building code is identified as code-for-code citation. the is codes are the
integral part of the construction practice and law, which are the basis of the building construction. the is codes are the neutral standards that can be applied to any construction. is codes are not synonymous with the title of construction. when the building is constructed, the building need to be

complete with the is codes. the codes are applicable to new construction as well as refurbishment. once the building is completed, the building has to abide by the is codes to avoid the issues of the owners and third parties. the owners and the architects need to apply the is codes to the construction
before the construction process starts. the is codes are the authority to work of the building is completed or not. the is codes define the minimum standards to work and the adherence of the construction. if the construction does not follow the is codes in compliance, the builder shall be issued with

the order to comply the is codes and work accordingly. if the builder refuses to comply the is codes, the owner can file the order with the court. the person who refuse to comply to the is codes in order is served to comply immediately and work accordingly to the is codes. is code specifies the
planning, specification and delivery for buildings. it has the details about features of structures and materials used. the is codes are used by architects, engineers, consultant, builders, and architects. the is codes are also used for the qualification of the builders, the certification of the consultants

and builders and the qualification of the architects. it is used as the basis for awarding consultancies. 5ec8ef588b
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